Decoding Corporate Masonic Symbolism Zion and the 2008 and 2012 Olympics and Contemplating the New World Order Agenda
London Olympics 2012 : Zion (The New Jerusalem)

When the logo for the London Olympics was unveiled in June 2007 at the cost of £400,000 there was significant public uproar due to both the cost and how terrible it looked.

Despite public pressure, the International Olympic Committee stood fast on keeping the logo, with no flexibility. In other words, this particular logo was very important. Why?

There are many interpretations spread about the net, all intended to dissolve the true symbolic meaning behind the logo. It has been claimed to look like a swastika, a runner and even Lisa Simpson but these are all ridiculous diversions.

On first glance you can easily make out the numbers 2012, but why the random ‘dot’? Here’s why...

Are we to believe that the London 2012 Olympics are going to facilitate the implementation of Zion - the ‘New Jerusalem’?

To recite William Blake’s poem ‘Jerusalem’:
And did those feet in ancient time Walk upon England’s mountains green?
And was the holy Lamb of God On England’s pleasant pastures seen?
And did the Countenance Divine
Shine forth upon our clouded hills?
And was Jerusalem builded here
Among these dark Satanic mills?
Bring me my bow of burning gold:
Bring me my arrows of desire:
Bring me my spear: O clouds unfold!
Bring me my chariot of fire.
I will not cease from mental fight, Nor shall my sword sleep In my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem In England’s green and pleasant land.

An 18th century writer, artist and esotericist, William Blake had connections with Freemasonry. Was this early work a declaration of the esoteric agenda, for all to see? After all he was ‘involved’.

running through to the apex where the “All Seeing Eye” would reside (the completion of the master plan or the “Trinity” which I will elaborate on later).

Make of this what you will, I have my own theories and will soon expose another corporation, an internet first, who are actively participating in the “master plan”.

The Great Seal : A Decipher Of The All Seeing Eye

Annuit Coeptis is one of two mottos on the reverse side of the Great Seal Of The United States. This can be found on any $1 bill. Taken from the latin words annuo (nod, approve) and coepi (begin, undertake), is literally translated as “He approves (or has approved) [our] undertakings”.

Who approves of your takings? Some shady banker or corporation - think not! Some higher being perhaps?

Novus Ordo Seclorum is literally Latin for “New Order of the Ages”

The “All Seeing Eye” is symbolic of the New World Order, and indicates a plan has been in place for America since 1776 (found in the mark of MDCCCLXXVI on the base of the pyramid, the foundations of a grand plan).

A strange coincidence then that the Illuminati were founded on May 1, 1776, in Ingolstadt (Upper Bavaria), by Jesuit-taught Adam Weishaupt.

Who’s behind the Eye? Well this is easy enough as the clever symbolism used by the makers allows us to decipher this...

By embedding the Star Of David over The Great Seal, you will find the 5 points meet 5 letters.

A S N O M – M A S O N

This gives a clear connection with the secret society known as the Freemasons. George Washington himself, one of the founding fathers of the USA, was a high ranking Freemason.

London Olympics 2012 : Zion (The New Jerusalem)
The Schweppes Messiah

On Friday night, I had my first 11:11 incident. A special occasion called for a bottle of (aspartame free) Indian tonic water, searching high and low, I settled on a bottle of Schweppes - a once in a decade event!

Whilst mixing two vodka tonics I saw something rather startling on the bottle, alarm bells rang in my head, at which point I looked down at the two glasses noticing that the ice cubes in each had arranged lengthways, forming the number 11:11.

For the uninitiated, 11:11 x 11:11 = 1234321. Pyramid numerology attributed to an imminent shift in consciousness. The universe had sent me a sign, reinforcing what my eyes were seeing on this particular bottle of Schweppes.

Schweppes, a British company, have Her Royal Majesty's seal of approval. They were the first company to start selling carbonated soda drinks (information on how soda water affects human health) to the masses and own popular brands such as Dr. Pepper, 7-UP and Canada Dry. More recently, Schweppes joined forces with Cadbury's to become one of the world's largest junk food manufacturers. In short, killing the world softly!

"Pleasure of mixing", their slogan, is testament to the fact that they are world famous for inventing the mixer, increasing the population's alcohol intake and allowing us all to lose track of passing time since.... 1783.

As with my expose of the McDonald's logo, you will see there are some very cunning messages here.

Working from the ground up, you will find a pyramid with no capstone. On top of the pyramid, presides an angel / the messiah. From the top of the figures head, energy envelopes the pyramid from top to bottom in the shape of an M (the same hidden meaning behind McDonald's Golden Arches).

Note the year, 1783, which is only 7 years after the 1776 on the American Dollar Bill, and again 7 years after the creation of the Bavarian Illuminati. Now this is too close for comfort.

How do I interpret this? I believe that the logo symbolises that on completion of the pyramid, the world will see a Messianic figure presiding over the New World Order.

The Roads

1. East Cross Route (actually the A12 or A'20'12) : ref. "The Eastern Cross"

The Eastern Orthodox cross (also known as Crux Orthoxa, the Byzantine cross, the Eastern cross, and the "Russian" cross) can be considered a modified version of the Patriarchal cross, having two smaller crossbeams, one at the top and one near the bottom, in addition to the longer crossbeam.

Notice how the East Cross Route is also an A road - numbered A12.

Given the UK has hundreds of A roads, what's the likelihood that all roads, the A'20'12 intersects the Olympic site?

Pause for a second and think about the shape of the letter A... yes it's a pyramid with a capstone. So symbolically the only major road which 'crosses' the Olympic site, is the A(Pyramid) (20)12.

2. Carpenter's Road : ref. "Joseph"

Joseph's profession is described in the Gospels as a TEKTOOV, a Greek word for a variety of skilled craftsmen, but Christian tradition has him as a "carpenter".

3. Great Eastern Road : ref. Eastern Star
and centers that were to be considered holy.

A “Ley Line” is one a number of lines which form part of an energy grid which cross the Earth. The energy - metaphysical in nature.

So is there any documentary proof that ‘Ley lines’ cross near Leyton and Leytonstone? You bet there is...

The bender site, and the old yew tree in it, were the short-lived heart of Leytonstonia, decorated with a kerb-henge, a replica of Stonehenge made with kerbstones. (Some talked of the significance of the names Leyton and Leytonstone, of their relation to ley lines more generally, as though this might explain the energy of the protest sites. A brickhenge was made at Clarement Road, halfway between Leyton and Leytonstone.)

The Olympics site lies in an area synonymous with mystical - metaphysical - earth energy. Is this yet another coincidence or part of a plan for the 2012 Olympics which was put into motion way before the event was officially finalised?

Conclusions

It seems the Olympics 2012 site was picked for reasons which go far beyond that of ‘spare waste land’.

The roads which encompass the site, contain biblical and Masonic references, lying dormant for years, as if to become part of some majestic ritual.

And if that wasn’t enough, a new construction intersecting ‘Angel Lane’ looks to be forming a grand procession.

In the BBC interview “It will be a lasting legacy” with Jean Pickering, the former Olympic bronze medallist was quoted as saying:

I remember running along Angel Lane to get the train to work and hearing all the market stall holders cheering me on.

That’s true East End spirit, home

References to ‘lasting legacy’, ‘Angel Lane’, and ‘true spirit’ sound ominous to me, given our ‘Zion’ street map.

Britain’s spiritual landmarks - Stonehenge, Glastonbury Tor and Avebury, all rest upon ‘ley lines’ (areas of intense earth energy). Could it be any more bewildering that they have chosen such a site for our Olympic games? And that it just so happened to be vacant for the occasion?

To close I would like to end with a reference from the Bible. Note the chapter and verse numbers.

Mark 11:11

Then Jesus went into Jerusalem and into the temple and looked around at everything. Since it was already late, he went out with his twelve disciples to Bethany.
Bottom banner: Dieu et mon droit
This has been used as the motto of the British monarch since it was adopted by the English king Henry V (1413-1422). This French sentence means “God and my right.”

Central circle: Honi soit qui mal y pense
Is old french for “Shame upon him who thinks evil of it”

So here we have a strong message essentially saying, this is God (the Coat Of Arms) and shame upon you if you do not believe this.

Shame upon you if you do not believe in the pyramid!
Is it me, or am I the only one a little concerned by this?

London Olympics 2012: The Royal Mint’s Prior Knowledge
TUESDAY, 27 MAY 2008
Posted by Rik at 15:44
Whilst in the car on my way to a Matthew Delooze talk in Halifax, I had an urge to inspect the coins in my pocket. You know, those shiny bits of metal (featuring the Queen’s head) that we have to carry around with us in order to function in society.

It wasn’t 11:11am, but that didn’t prevent me from making this small discovery...

Take a look at this 50p piece, issued by the Royal Mint back in 2004:

As I’m sure you can see, the 2 hands conveniently point to what would be a 20 and 12 (2012) on a 12 hour clock, and in the foreground - a runner. Please bear in mind that this coin was issued before London had won the bid for the 2012 Olympics.

The implications? I believe that London had been assured the Olympics in 2012 way before any official confirmation... and given the Zion street plan we could be looking at a plan developed many many years ago.

contests alternating with sacrifices and ceremonies honouring both Zeus (whose colossal statue stood at Olympia), and Pelops, divine hero and mythical king of Olympia."

So you could say that the Olympic Games, at the very least, are a pagan event honouring Zeus ‘King Of The Gods’ or the ‘creator’ if you like. Makes you wonder what his ‘20’12 labours were?

Moving swiftly on to Beijing 2008, let’s take a look at the logo:

With a little ‘cut and paste’ (taking elements from the surprisingly ‘unathletic’ figure for an Olympic logo), this can be written as:

Isn’t that what the 2012 London Olympics logo says too?
Huanhuan (red): Fire. He is the "big brother". He is a child of fire, symbolizing the Olympic Flame.

Jingjing (black): Nature. Symbolizing the lush forest and the harmonious relationship between man and nature.

BeiBei (blue): Water. Strong in water sports, she reflects the blue Olympic ring.

Take note of BeiBei, the blue mascot representing water:

What's that on BeiBei's forehead? A 'spiritual' third eye?

If you order the mascots, just like the Olympic rings - red (fire), green (wind), black (nature), orange (animal), blue (spirit), a pattern emerges describing what could be seen as the evolution of consciousness as taught in esoteric circles.

Mineral / Element > Plant > Animal > Human > ... (into spirit?)

If the Olympic mascots and official logo do indeed correlate with the five 5125 year cycles of the Mayan Calendar and the evolution of consciousness, does the arrival of 2012 bring about the transition into the spiritual consciousness of the 'blue' Olympic ring, leaving the 'orange' ring of animal consciousness behind?

To further correlate the significance behind the 'blue' ring, and to draw a link to the London Olympics 2012:

"In the past few weeks an 11-mile blue fence has sprung up around the 2012 Olympics site in east London. Is it a necessary security measure - or a reminder of how divisive..."
leader” the Dalai Lama of masterminding the violence - an accusation that should sound ludicrous for anyone who knows who the Dalai Lama is. The press then used the violence to aggravate global disapproval of China.

Conveniently the torch relay followed in the same month, and we were shown daily footage of “Free Tibet” supporters being rugby-tackled and beaten, all around the world, and this time none of us could avoid feelings of empathy and outrage.

Like with any clear theme in the media, questions must be asked as to the agenda - to whose advantage is a world of powerless pro-Tibetans? My alarm bells started ringing when I heard George W. Bush make comments in support of the movement. With this political support, and apparent propaganda campaigns like the US-backed pro-Tibet radio station Radio Free Asia, and calls for a boycott of the 2008 Olympics from celebrity actor- turned-activist Richard Gere, I started wondering how might our governments be benefiting from global compassion for “Free Tibet”?

Historically Tibet has long captured the West’s imagination as the site of a mystical Utopia. This is fundamentally due to the Tibetan Monks’ practice of Buddhism.

Tibetan Buddhism is both non-violent and non-dogmatic and uses meditation as a means to attaining a higher spiritual understanding. Buddhism is different to Christianity in that it is not centred on a ‘God’ and is aimed at gaining insight into life’s true nature. The Buddhist believes there are 7 chakras in the human body of which four are of particular importance.

Hearing of the Tibetan plight on the news every day for a month, I couldn’t help but think that there in itself lies an agenda.

Western news channels successfully manage to feed the population’s consciousness with fear and negativity in an effort to distort the reality around us. They are used as emotional tools providing the ‘elite’ with a powerful method of control. I have learnt they are not to be trusted, but there is a great deal to be learned from them.

The Religion Of The New World Order

First and foremost, I would like you to consider the Tibetan flag. Symbolically you could say that Tibet became the blueprint for a religion based on ‘spiritual sun worship’.

Given that the 14th Dalai Lama predominantly takes refuge in Western countries, you could assume that he is in ‘the inner circle of those in the know’, given the ‘sun’ symbolism attributed to him.

Like any country, Tibet still has a class hierarchy and its religious leaders. With rumours abound that those on the bottom rungs still suffer in tremendous poverty, it becomes apparent that the last ‘spiritual’ hope in the world, still abides to a pyramidal power structure.

As I explained in my other post: Beijing Olympics 2008 : Zion & The Fifth World : BeiBei, the blue mascot for the Olympics 2008, represents spirit and is the only one to have a spiritual third eye. This correlates with the blue Olympic Ring, which represents the new cycle of time of which we are moving into.

One of my very first posts, involved the discovery of a spiritual chakra system in the UK Passport (sealed with inverted pentagrams). Who is responsible for this if not our own government or royal figures?

Chinese government officials have confirmed their plans to continue despite the ongoing protests and crackdown across ethnic Tibetan areas.”

Yes that's right, the Olympic Flame which is lit by the 'sun' passes through Lhasa in Tibet on the Summer Solstice - the sun of most high!

The Dalai Lama’s Visit To The UK in 2008

The Dalai Lama began an 11-day visit to Britain Tuesday, including talks with Prime Minister Gordon Brown who faces a delicate balancing act of supporting Tibetan rights while not offending China. Source

So as you can see here, the history of the Olympic Torch relay and the Dalai Lama’s recent actions are compounded with number 11 - sun worshipping symbolism...

Oh and we mustn’t forget that the Olympic Torch symbolises our ‘veiled’ moon Goddess - Isis (as seen here, ‘starring’ as the Statue Of Liberty in Escape From New York and holding the flame which represents the Sun God ‘Nimrod’ also known as ‘Baal’ - more info here):

This also relates to the origins of the Christian/Pagan celebration of ‘Easter’- (info here) which derives from Babylonian/Sumerian times, thousands of years before the so called birth of Christ!

"XXX" Explained - Olympics, Porn and The Proof

Today a new realisation hit me, with regard to the significance and true meaning behind the sequence of letters ‘XXX’.

- 28 -
The Games of the X Olympiad were also the first to use the victory podium (that's right, a pyramid):

What does all of this mean?

As you can see, the X and XX Olympiads both witnessed remarkable world events, unrivaled by any other Olympic Games.

The 1932 games were held in the midst of the worldwide 'Great Depression', whilst the 1972 games gave a stage for the world's first dose of 'global terror'.

Does it seem so unrealistic, that the XXX Olympiad may have a surprise in store?

XXX - Unveiled

The letter X is more significant than you think.

First of all, you need to understand that the characters of the English alphabet are more than just letters. They are symbols with meaning, sometimes multiple meanings - much like the Egyptian hieroglyphs. They are talismans.

X is the 24th letter of the English alphabet. 2+4/2+4/2+4 = 666.

XXX can be seen to represent the number of the beast.

The letter X originated from a letter in the Greek alphabet known as 'Chi'

The Tibetan flag symbolically represents the same belief system as the "All Seeing Eye" on the American Dollar bill. Replace an eye for a sun and a pyramid for a mountain and you will see we are dealing with the same agenda, where all roads lead to worship of the sun.

Take a look at this photo of the 14th Dalai Lama (who is believed to be the current incarnation of a long line of Tulkus, or Buddhist Masters, who have become exempt from the wheel of death and rebirth. These ascended masters have chosen of their own free will to be reborn to this plane in order to teach humanity.)

Worship Of The 'Son'

The Tibetan flag symbolically represents the same belief system as the "All Seeing Eye" on the American Dollar bill. Replace an eye for a sun and a pyramid for a mountain and you will see we are dealing with the same agenda, where all roads lead to worship of the sun.

The Western Unicorn is significant, in that it contains a horn in the centre of its forehead. A spiritual third eye.

The three-coloured jewel held aloft represents the ever-present reverence respectfully held by the Tibetan people towards the Three Supreme Jewels (the Buddhist objects of refuge: Buddha, Dharma and Sangha). This could also be interpreted as the trinity.

Worship Of The 'Son'

The Tibetan flag symbolically represents the same belief system as the "All Seeing Eye" on the American Dollar bill. Replace an eye for a sun and a pyramid for a mountain and you will see we are dealing with the same agenda, where all roads lead to worship of the sun.

Take a look at this photo of the 14th Dalai Lama (who is believed to be the current incarnation of a long line of Tulkus, or Buddhist Masters, who have become exempt from the wheel of death and rebirth. These ascended masters have chosen of their own free will to be reborn to this plane in order to teach humanity.):
Now imagine, that an ‘intelligence’ which resides outside of your 5 senses, in another dimension of reality perhaps, is capturing that energy for itself - for its own personal gain.

The occult operates in co-ordination with this ‘intelligence’.

The letters ‘XXX’ have been empowered as an occult symbol representing the trinity. If you have no awareness of the occult meaning behind ‘XXX’, and you go on to show it emotion, you are feeding this symbol with the energy (from outside of your 5 sense reality) that it desires.

You are feeding the trinity, or even closer - a trinity event, at the 2012 London Olympics.

‘The truth Is always hidden In plain sight’

‘XXX’ pornography (single men around the world, giving away their every energy to the computer screen, the most potent energy of all!)

Here’s Amsterdam’s Coat Of Arms (a city founded upon its red light district) for good measure:

XXX the movie (shown in cinemas around the globe, designed to excite the audience.)

Britain’s (America’s) Got Talent - 3 judges (2 men, 1 woman - father, son and mother - the trinity) sat in front of a live TV audience, beaming into homes around the world via the television’ set. Laughter, tears, panic, applause… a range of emotions feeding yet more energy unto the symbol ‘XXX’.

And finally... something that we’re all guilty of doing. We don’t even know why we do it, only that it’s drilled into us from a young age:

We all sign our greetings cards and emails with ‘kiss kiss kiss’ - ‘XXX’. As previously mentioned, X originates from the Greek letter, ‘Chi’ which in Japanese is ‘Ki’. The word ‘Ki’ss can be broken down into ‘Ki’ or ‘spirit’ accompanied by SS. You could view this as two snakes, much like the structure of our DNA.

4 More Years And Counting...

‘XXX’ symbolises the trinity, much like the early Egyptian creation trinity of Osiris, Isis and Horus.

We, the world, ‘consciousness’, have been feeding a ‘trinity event’, blissfully unaware for over a hundred years. I believe that this event is going to take place at the 2012 London Olympics, the XXX Olympiad.
plans for a 'false flag' / fake alien invasion (or an event on the scale of biblical second coming), we have to go back to the very roots of the Olympics 2012 brand and logo.

The brand was designed by Wolff Olins - a brand consultancy based in London and New York. They have been responsible for the brand design work behind GE Capital, Sony Ericsson, Unilever and (RED).

The company was founded in Camden Town, London, in 1965 by designer Michael Wolff and advertising executive Wally Olins. Wolff left the business in 1983, and Olins in 2001, though both are still active in the field of branding.

From 1965 to the early 1990s, Wolff Olins played a central part in developing the craft of corporate identity in Europe and working with over 500 organizations worldwide. Among his clients were Audi, Apple records, P&O, Renault, 3i, Pilkington and Volkswagen. The current designs for Shell and BP are also some of Wolff Olins work.

Again both of these images can be seen as having Illuminati symbolism as demonstrated in the following video -

The "Open Your Mind" video is currently available on Youtube. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LEIjS3ib84

For a partial list of Wolff Olins current work see

http://www.wolffolins.com/who

This design agency is a force not to be reckoned with - providing corporate identity to the who's who of Europe since the 1960's.

A quick glance at the Wolff Olins web page shows yet more imagery related to 'Sion':


Is it a coincidence that the Olympics logo can resemble the word 'Zion', and that, on the website of the agency who created the logo, you can find the word 'Sion'? No. This can't happen by chance.

Zion (Hebrew: "זִיּוֹן, tzyyon; Tiberian vocalization: tsiyyon;) transliterated Zion or Sion

Of the two founders, Wally Olins became the real success story.

Wally Olins is generally recognised to be the world's most experienced practitioner of Corporate identity and branding.

Given this, I felt a few Googles were required to see what else could be found on Wally Olins.

Take a trip to the British Library Archival Sound Recordings, and you will find an audio interview with the man himself.

Wally Olins [WO] born London 19 December 1930. Father Alfred Olins; Mother Rachel Muskowicz, both born in London in 1896 into Jewish immigrant families escaping pogroms

David Icke - Big Brother, the Big Picture

David Icke speaks to the constituents of Haltemprice and Howden about the 'Big Brother' election, forced by the resignation of David Davis, and the move towards the global Big Brother enslavement we are all facing! Google it, I'm sure you'll find it. It's worth a listen.

Find it on Youtube David Icke - Big Brother the Big Picture

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBYoEo9u-Us

11:11 Symbology Of The Number 11 (11:11)

With the number 11 appearing frequently throughout my studies, I felt the following introduction / summary may eliminate the need to repeat myself thus allowing new-comers and regular readers alike to quickly be brought up to speed.

The facts:

11:

* On 11th August 1999 at 11:11 am there was a total solar eclipse observed throughout Europe
* 21st December 2012 at 11:11 am is the winter solstice of the final day of the Mayan calendar
* The current astrological sign of the zodiac is Pisces, we are currently moving into Aquarius - the 11th sign of the zodiac
* 21st December 2012 = 21/12/2012 = 2+1+2+0+1+2 = 11
* The sunspot cycle lasts 11 years - the next one peaking in 2012.

11: Pyramid Numerology

* 11:11 x 11:11 = 1234321 (Numerical sequence ascending and descending in the fashion of a pyramid)
* 111 x 111 = 12321 (Pyramid number)
* 11 x 11 = 121 (Another pyramid number)
* 11 = 3 in binary arithmetic. 3 makes the cornerstones of the Trinity or pyramid

11:9/11

* The World Trade Centre stood like an '11' *9
* September 11th is the 254th day of the year. 2+5+4 = 11
* September 11th was 111 days until the end of the year
* The 1st plane to hit the World Trade Centre was 'Flight 11'
* Total crew on Flight 11 was '11'
* New York is the 11th state of the US Constitution
* September 11th 2001 stands '11' years from 2012 (Note that in the Mayan calendar, it was said that there would be 20 years of 'no-time'. A period of unrest where the planet is making a transition from one age to another. 9/11 stood 9 years from the start of this 'no-time' and 11 years from the end.)
* The World Trade Centre was built between 1966 to 1977... taking 11 years